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Abstract
Social Responsibility, referred to in this study as Corporate Citizenship (CC) has experienced continued growth in
significance among academics and corporate leaders. The absence of a multi-level approach to what would explain
the advancement in CC has inhibited a realization of singularly conclusive study. In fact, nearly every scholar in the
field of CC has come up with their perspective to explain the mechanisms for development in corporate
citizenship, none of them being singularly conclusive. This study takes multi-level review of the current body of
knowledge on mechanisms for development in corporate citizenship. This is achieved through a comprehensive
synthesis of the literature around the mechanisms for development in CC from a multi-level perspective. The
findings show that the majority of scholars still populate disciplinary, specialized micro- (Managerial values), meso(Business Case) or macro- (Institutional Mechanisms) as a driver for the development of CC. we also found out that
previous studies that have explored to explain drivers for CC either falls under the Managerial values, business case,
or Institutional mechanisms. The findings also indicate that none of the singular perspectives have explained
development in CC with conclusive results. Further the study demonstrates that it is the interaction between the
different three levels of mechanisms for CC development (BC, MVs and IMs), but not acting separately is what could
be driving CC to another level. Finally this study, recommends a multi-level approach to the study in social
responsibility.
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Introduction
Corporate Citizenship (CC), like many terms in management, is yet to receive a widely acceptable definition. In
fact, according to Marrewijk (2003, p. 95), it is a brilliant
term that “means something, but not always the same
thing to everybody”. Since management is, as Cuddy,
Fiske, and Glick (2007, p. 1307) point out, a “low consensus” discipline; we do not pretend to define what CC
is as there is not yet one commonly agreed definition.
Nevertheless, in defining CC for the purpose of this
study a tradition in the literature is followed (Davis-1973ForAnd Against.pdf, n.d.; Carroll, 1979; Mcguire,
Sundgren, & Schneeweis, 1988; Mcwilliams, Siegel, &
Wright, 2006) that identifies CC as being observed situations in which the firm intentionally goes beyond compliance with the requirements of the law in pursuit of some
social or environmental good.1
In recent years, CC has continued to grow in importance and significance. It has been the subject of considerable debate and commentary among academics,
corporate leaders, and public institutions like NGOs and
governments across a range of disciplines (Carroll &
Shabana, 2010). Faced with the question as what are the
triggers, drivers or mechanisms behind this continued
growth in significance, different authors offer different
explanations, for instance, due to strategic interests of
the firm, also referred to as the business case (from now,
BC) (Carroll & Shabana, 2017; Ogola, 2012), individuals’
personal management values (from now, MVs), or institutional mechanisms (from now, IMs) (Campbell, 2007).
The fact that there are varied explanations regarding the
mechanisms for development in CC, there has emerged
a confusion as which perspective or level actually explains the development in CC. Could it be partly because
a panoramic view of the CC literature uncovers a proliferation of approaches, perspectives and views, which are
complex, controversial and unclear? This is given the
fact that nearly every scholar in the field of CC has come
up with his perspective to explain the mechanisms for
development in corporate citizenship, none of them being singularly conclusive where (1) some believe that its
due to regulatory environment (2) personal initiatives of
some corporate leaders, (3) Business case for CC, (4)
stakeholder push, (5) industry associations demands, (6)
global trends, among others. In fact within the scholars
Corporate Citizenship (CC) has been used to “connect business
activity to broader social accountability and service for mutual
benefits” (Waddell 2000, P. 108). However, according to Valor (2005),
newcomers in the field of business and social issues would be
bewildered by a number of different terms and definitions that imply
similar or identical meaning such as Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR), Business Ethics, Corporate Citizenship (CC) among other terms
(p.191). In that regard, the current study uses the terms CC in a way
other authors could refer to CSR.
1
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who look at it at the level of business trying to prove if
there is a correlation between Corporate Financial Performance and Corporate Social Performance have
yielded inconclusive results. In that regard, it is still unclear how development in CC would be explained from
a multi-level approach rather than singe level since Organizations are multilevel social systems (Hedberg,
Bystrom, & Starbuck, 1976). The current study takes
multi-level review of the current body of knowledge on
mechanisms for development in corporate citizenship.
We understand “development in CC” as the stage-bystage growth in terms of significance, corporate knowledge, attitudes, structures and practices that represent
different levels of understanding and of sophistication
about CC. In that regard, we postulate that there are
three multi-level mechanisms for development in CC.
On the micro- level there is Managerial Values (MVs),
Meso- level business case (BC) for CC, and Macro-level
institutional mechanisms (IMs. Consequently, the study
contends that it is the interaction between the three
levels of mechanisms that can has sufficient explanatory
power with regard to why business community and organizations accept and advance the CC ‘cause’ hence the
multi-level approach to understanding development in
CC. This is analogous to the psychological Components
of humans that operate at three levels yet it is their
interaction that makes the human personality. There is
the ID, which is the primitive, illogical, irrational, fantasy
oriented, self-fish, wishful, chaotic, unreasonable, pleasure driven and pain avoidance principle. The second
level is the EGO, which is the reason, reality principle
that is rational, realistic, problem solving with selfcontrol that has realistic strategy to obtain pleasure. The
Third level is SUPER-EGO which brings to the personality the values and morals of society hence it controls
ID’s impulses. Just like the multi-level interaction between MVs, BC and IMs explains the organizations CC
behavior, it’s the interaction between the ID, EGO and
SUPEREGO that explains human behavior.
The underlying problem with the varied studies is not
acknowledging that some scholars still populate disciplinary, specialized micro- (social psychology, organizational
behavior, and organizational psychology), meso- (business
process management and project management) or macro(strategic management, organizational theory and design,
and engineering/systems management) research camps
(Hitt, Beamish, Jackson, & Mathieu, 2007; Molloy,
Ployhart, & Wright, 2011). This has led to confusion in
the choice of perspective to explain the mechanism for
development in CC. This apparent confusion would be
solved by synthesizing the literature around one of the
most important roles of management science, namely, its
contribution to better management practices. To that end,
the current study aims to add a perspective to the
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synthesis of CC literature by integrating it around the
mechanisms for development in CC from a multi-level
perspective.
Fortunately, we are witnessing an ever-increasing
amount of multilevel research in organizational studies
(Cohen, Burton, & Lounsbury, 2016; Felin, Foss, &
Ployhart, 2015; Molloy et al., 2011; Paruchuri, PerrySmith, Chattopadhyay, & Shaw, 2018; Peccei & Van De
Voorde, 2019) that integrates delineated research
domains and offers new lenses for understanding management practice.
Due to the varied explanations, there is a need to provide a review of all the mechanisms for development in
CC and how they are related in order to provide, analogy
accepted here, “one-stop-shop” for mechanisms for development in CC. In fact, analogous to a supermarket
where most of the household items can be found under
one roof, (“one stop shop”), the different explanations
for the development in CC (BC, MVs and IMs) are like
specialized shops that we gather under one only roof.
Synthesizing CC literature is a worthy venture since
the CC field projects not only a landscape of theories,
but also a proliferation of approaches, perspectives and
views, which are purportedly controversial, complex and
unclear (Garriga & Melé, 2013). As the current literature
in CC is so fractured and lacking in coherence even as
the volume of papers on the subject grows and the field
makes progress, there is a need for a more comprehensive review paper that presents the mechanisms behind
this development. Visser (2005) edged closer when he
identified three catalysts for development in CC; but his
work is focused only in South Africa since 2003, while
the current study aims at reviews the entire CC body of
knowledge. It is on this platform that the current review
paper attempts to add a perspective to synthesize CC
literature by integrating it around the mechanisms for
development in CC.
In order to integrate the CC literature, the study
postulates that there are three mechanisms that have led
to CC progress in practice; business case (BC) for CC,
institutional mechanisms (IMs) and managerial values
(MVs).
The structure of this article is as follows. First, it presents the previous attempts to integrate the CC field.
The study then defines the term ‘mechanism’ and the
idea of “development”; and presents the three mechanisms for development in CC. Later on the interaction
between them is argued. This is followed by a discussion
on the findings of the study based on the postulation
that there are three mechanisms for development in CC;
business case (BC) for CC, institutional mechanisms
(IMs), and managerial values (MVs): three mechanisms
that interact with each other. Finally, the limitations of
the paper and managerial implications are shown.
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Previous attempts to integrate CC field
There have been several previous attempts to reduce the
controversies and complexities in the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) field, which have been fruitful efforts that this study aims to advance. Frederick (1987)
outlined a classification based on a conceptual transition
from ethical-philosophical concept of CSR1-CSR4. In
this classification Frederick (1987) formalized this distinction by differentiating, for instance, CSR1 from
CSR2. According to Frederick (1987), CSR1 emphasized
companies’ ‘assuming’ a socially responsible posture,
whereas CSR2 focused on the literal act of responding to
or of achieving a responsible posture towards society.2
However, Fredrick failed to explain the mechanisms of
transition from CSR1 to CSR2. Other classifications have
been suggested based on matters related to CC, such as
issues management (Wartick & Rude, 1986; Wood,
1991). Brummer (1991) provided a CC classification,
which displayed four categories of theories based on six
criteria (motive, relation to profits, group affected by decisions, type of act, and type of effect and expressed or
ideal interest). According to Garriga and Mele (2013)
these classifications, in spite of their valuable contributions, are limited in scope and, moreover, fail to specify
the nature of the relationship between business and society in their discussions, which is crucial since CC seems
to be a consequence of how this relationship is understood (Garriga & Mele 2013). Garriga and Mele (2013)
addressed this deficiency by mapping the territory in
which most relevant CC theories and related approaches
are situated. The findings of this study stated that the
most relevant CC theories and related approaches are
focused either on economics, political, social interactions, or ethics, which are all aspects of social reality.
This led to mapping CC theories into instrumental,
political, integrative or ethical theories (Garriga & Mele
2013, p. 51).
Among the most recent and relevant CC literature
reviews are (Carroll & Shabana, 2010; Lee, 2008). Lee
(2008) traced the conceptual evolutionary path of theories on CC and the implications of this development. The
retrospection revealed that the trend has been a progressive rationalization of the concept with a particular focus
on tighter coupling with organizations’ financial goals.
Based on this retrospection, the limitations of the
current state of CC research that places excessive emphasis on the business case for CC were outlined, and it
2
Frederick (1987, 1998) out-lined a classification based on a conceptual
transition from the ethical–philosophical concept of CSR (what he
calls CSR1), to the action-oriented managerial concept of social responsiveness (CSR2). He then included a normative element based on
ethics and values (CSR3) and finally he introduced the cosmos as the
basic normative reference for social issues in management and considered the role of science and religion in these issues (CSR4).
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is suggested that future research needs to refocus on
basic research in order to develop conceptual tools and
theoretical mechanisms that explain changing
organizational behavior from a broader societal perspective. However, this review fell short of clarifying the
mechanism of the progressive rationalization and coupling of the CC perspectives.
Carroll and Shabana (2010) presented an extensive review of the BC for CC. The authors offered the background and historical perspectives of CC, the arguments
for and against CC, what the BC for CC really means,
differentiating between the broad and narrow view of
BC for CC and evidence of the BC for CC. In the evidence of the BC for CSR, Carroll and Shabana (2010)
came across some of the limitation of the BC for CC,
which reveal the complex relationship between CC and
a firm’s financial performance. Carroll and Shabana
(2010) acknowledge that recognizing this complexity
translates into a clear understanding of the impact of
CC initiatives on Corporate Financial Peformance (CFP)
while accounting for the effects of mediating variables
and situational contingencies. But there is an assumption
here that the BC demonstrated the correlation between
CC and CFP as the sole relationship which fails to
recognize that there can be other variables that relates
to CC and CFP which do not fall within the ambit of the
BC.
Rani and Hooda (2013) and Srivastava, Srivastava, and
Raibareli (2017) highlighted the importance of integrating CC literature with the role of business to in society
to include business ethics, community engagement,
global warming, water management, management of the
use of natural resources, human rights among other
issue management. Bahman, Kamran, and Mostafa
(2014) reviewed the literature from the perspective of
how empirical work in the field have focused on Return
on Assets, Return on Equity, return on sales, Tobins Q,
and stock market. Eventually, the latest review in the
field presented a distinctive historical perspective on the
evolution of CC as a conceptual paradigm by reviewing
the most relevant factors that have shaped its understanding and definition, such as academic contributions,
international policies and significant social and political
events (Latapí Agudelo, Jóhannsdóttir, & Davídsdóttir,
2019). The findings show that the understanding of corporate responsibility has evolved from being limited to
the generation of profit to include a broader set of
responsibilities to the latest belief that the main responsibility of companies should be the generation of
shared value. The findings further indicate that as social expectations of corporate behavior changed, so
did the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility.
Moreover, findings suggest that CSR continues to be
relevant within the academic literature and can be
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expected to remain part of the business vocabulary at
least in the short term and as a result, the authors
present a plausible future for CSR that takes into
consideration its historical evolution (Latapí Agudelo
et al., 2019).
We can conclude that previous literature, as already
illustrated; provide valuable contribution to CC field in
terms of documenting development in CC. However,
some studies (Frederick, 1987) failed to explain any
mechanism behind the development in CC. Other studies did explain but not in a comprehensive manner, the
mechanisms behind the development in CC. These
studies tend to either use the Macro-level approach
(Campbell, 2007; Latapí Agudelo et al., 2019; Rani &
Hooda, 2013; Srivastava et al., 2017) or Messo level
(Carroll & Shabana, 2017; Lee, 2008; Mària & Onyango
Ogola, 2012; Nyuur, Ofori, & Debrah, 2014; Ogola &
Dreer, 2012; Valor, 2005, 2008; Weber, 2008) while
others use the micro level approach (Hemingway &
Maclagan, 2004). In that regard, CSR field is deficient of
a Multi-level approach to understanding the evolution
and mechanisms for the development of CC.
As a consequence of that, the study aims to contribute
to Integrating organizational research body of knowledge
on CC from a multi-level perspective. This is predicated
on the understanding that Organizations are multilevel
social systems (Hedberg et al., 1976; Kesler & Kates,
2015) hence its behavior can only be understood at several levels that interact to produce the management
practice we observe. This will be achieved by synthesizing the CC literature and integrate the different levels
used to explain the development in CC whereby the
majority of scholars still populate disciplinary, specialized micro- (social psychology, organizational behavior,
and organizational psychology), meso- (business process
management and project management) or macro- (strategic management, organizational theory and design, and
engineering/systems management) research camps (Hitt
et al., 2007; Molloy et al., 2011). This review of the
literature will test the key assumption of multilevel
organizational research that various phenomena can be
better explained by combining factors at different levels
of analysis (Klein & Kozlowski, 1995) so as to make
substantive progress in our understanding of the multilevel nature of organizations.
This is achieved by postulating that there are three
main levels of mechanisms for development in CC and
any other explanation for development in CC will fall
under any of the three groups of the proposed mechanisms or the interaction between them. In addition, the
study illustrates through contingency theory and the different dimensions of CC that there exists an interaction
between these three levels of mechanisms for development in CC.
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In the section that follows, the term “mechanism” is
clarified.

The term “mechanism”
In management science the term ‘mechanism’ has been
used as an explanation between antecedents (X) and
consequences (Y). According to Gerring (2010), in
recent years the importance of mechanism-centered
explanation and analysis has become an article of faith
within management sciences. This is because the turn
towards mechanisms unites researchers practicing a
wide array of methodologies, approaches, perspectives
and views.
The term ‘mechanism’ has several meanings but in the
context of this study it means the pathway or process by
which an effect is produced, which is also a contextdependent explanation. This is the understanding the
current study takes when it synthesizes the mechanisms
(X) for development in CC (Y) by considering the
contingency perspective (Gerring, 2010). Contingency
perspective would consider that there could be BC for
CC (a positive relationship between Corporate social
Performance (CSP) and CFP) but at the same time other
variables that moderate this relationship. In that regard,
the current study looks at broader pathways or processes
by which CC has developed. This broad pathway
considers not only BC as a mechanism for development
in CC but also MVs and IMs. Turning to this mechanistic explanation for development in CC unites researchers
who have taken different approaches (BC, MVs or IMs)
with regard to examining one of the basic questions
in CC: why has CC continued to grow in importance
and significance among academics and business
communities?
The idea of “development in CC”
The second term to be clarified is “CC development”. It
is the stage-by-stage growth in significance, corporate
knowledge, attitudes, structures and practices that represent different degrees of understanding and of sophistication (Mirvis & Googins, 2007). In that regard,
mechanisms for development in CC are understood as
the rationale, forces or drivers behind the continued
advancement in the practice of CC.3
3

Some of the mechanisms can turn into mechanisms of regress, for
instance, Suchman (1995 P. 601) holds the view that institutional
pressures can lead to regress in CC development}. The study has
consciously chosen this approach in order to give arguments to those
who wish to contribute to the development in CC. Another reason
why we choose to concentrate in the mechanisms for development in
CC rather than regress is because in as much as it’s important for the
literature of management science to highlight the dark side of
management practice; its essential role seems to be its contribution to
better management practices.
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Mechanisms for development in CC
In order to fully explain any causal relationship, one
must state how the antecedents lead to the consequences and in what contexts, and as well, argue against
alternative explanations (Gerring, 2010). Certainly, there
has been development in CC but the cause of this development has not been systematically documented in the
CC literature from the multi-level approach. Mirvis and
Googins (2007), for instance, present stages of development in CC. According to them, there are a number of
models of “stages” of CC, namely; elementary stage
followed by engaged, innovative, integrated and lastly
transforming stage. This raises the question as to what
are the explanatory mechanisms for the transition from
one stage of CC to another, development in CC? In fact
these authors acknowledge that the generative logic and
mechanisms that drive the development in CC within
organizations have not been addressed. In that regard,
these authors adopt Greiner’s model of revolution as organizations grow (Greiner, 1998).
Effectively, in Greiner’s terms, the development of an
organization is punctuated by a series of predictable crises that trigger responses that move the organization
forward. The triggering mechanisms here are tensions
between current practices and the problems they produce that demand a new response from a firm. In development language, according to Greiner, companies
“master” these challenges by devising progressively more
effective and elaborate responses to them. The triggers
or drivers for movement are challenges that call for a
fresh response. Interpreting Greiner, Mirvis and Googins
assume that Greiner’s model is normative in that it
posits a series of stages in the development of CC. For
Mirvis and Googins, the challenges for CC development
center initially on a firm’s credibility as a corporate citizen, then its capacity to meet expectations, the coherence of its many subsequent efforts, and, finally, its
commitment to institutionalize citizenship in its business
strategies and culture. However, these authors find
themselves on a dilemma since movement along a single
development path is not fixed nor is attaining a penultimate “end state” a logical conclusion. The authors then
state that the arc of citizenship within any particular
firm is shaped by socio-economic, environmental, and
institutional forces impinging on the enterprise as proposed by Vogel (1992): an author who finds considerable
variability in the business case for citizenship across
firms and industries and thus limits to its market place
reward. Therefore, Mirvis and Googins conclude, notwithstanding, that a company’s response to these market
forces also varies based on the attitudes and outlooks of
its leaders, the design and management of its citizenship
agenda, and firm specific learning. One of the limitations
of Mirvis and Googins explanations of the drivers,
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triggers or mechanisms for development in CC is that
instead of being descriptive on the mechanisms for development in CC they take the normative trajectory. In
that regard, in as much as there are some explanations,
they are not comprehensive since they tend to explain
in parts without systematically considering other
factors. That is why the current study contends that
the increased acceptance and incorporation of CC into
doing business can be attributed drivers from several
levels (Macro-Messo-micro). The current paper, therefore, seeks to identify the different mechanisms before
classifying them in the light of the first postulation of
the study; that all explanations for development in CC
can be categorized into three mechanisms, BC (Micro),
MVs (Messo) and IMs (maro) based on Wood’s model
of CSP. In that regard, we first present Wood’s model
to justify our categorization into the three
mechanisms.

Rationale for the categorization of mechanisms
for development in CC
The rationale for the categorization of mechanisms of
CC development into three categories (levels), and their
interaction comes from Wood’s approach to CSP
(Wood, 1991).
In fact, Wood (1991 p. 693) defines CSP as a business
organization’s configuration of principles of social
responsibility, processes of social responsiveness, and
policies, and observable outcomes as they relate to the
firm’s societal relationships. Wood (1991) constructed
the CSP model as outlined in Table 1.
From Table 1, our study only concentrates on the
three principles of CC, which the study used as the basis
of the triad (BC, IMs, and MVs). The institutional
principle, which the study uses to seek legitimacy, is
associated with the IMs for development in CC; the
organizational principle, which relates to public responsibility of corporation relates to the BC; and finally the
individual principle, which is social responsibility of the
Table 1 Wood’s Model of CSP. Source: Wood (1991, p. 694)
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firm at managerial discretion, relates to MVs as a mechanism for development in CC. This justifies why we have
chosen three mechanisms (levels) but not, for instance,
two or four mechanisms. This is confirmed by identifying mechanisms for development in CC in the current
literature.
Upon designating and justifying the three mechanisms
which we use Woods model of CC as our foundation,
we now need to come up with a comprehensive list of
mechanisms for development in CC then classify them
into the three mechanisms. In that regard, to identify the
comprehensive list of mechanisms for development in
CC, the study carried out a Google search using Google
scholar as the search Engine. The terms “mechanisms
for CSR progress” and “Drivers for CSR progress” was
searched in Google scholar. 242 articles appeared. The
following list represents the non-repetitive titles of the
main articles that appeared:







Managers’ Personal Values
Goal of Multilateral development in CSR
Government as a driver for CSR
CSR education in Europe
Drivers of Environmental behavior
Investment funds (institutional investors) as a driver
for CSR
 Public Sector role in Strengthening CSR
 The Business Case for CSR
These articles were then content analyzed with an aim
of drawing from them anything referred to as mechanisms or drivers for development in CC. Backward and
forward citations of the articles were also done to gather
other mechanisms or drivers from related articles. This
process was carried out to saturation, until the next articles added nothing new as a driver for development in
CC. The study also came across a group of actors and
drivers presented in the Oxford handbook of CSR edited
by Crane, McWilliams, Matten, Moon and Siegel (2008;
Matten & Moon, 2004; Moon, 2004; 2008 p. 227–303).
They include:
 Top managers as drivers for CSR
 Socially responsible investment and shareholder

activism
 Consumers as drivers of CSR
 CSR, Government, and Society

The study classified the drivers or mechanisms that
emerged from the pool as the main explanations, drivers
or mechanisms for development in CC into three as the
study had postulated. These are Business Case (BC) for
CSR, Managerial Values (MVs) and Institutional Mechanisms (IMs) for CSR progress. We now proceed to
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explain the three groups of mechanisms gathered from
the literature that was searched above.

Business case as a mechanism for development in
CC
The business case for CC refers to the underlying arguments or rationale supporting or documenting why the
business community should accept and advance the CC
‘cause’. The business case is concerned with the primary
question: what do the business community and organizations get out of CC? For most, the business case refers
to the bottom-line reasons for pursuing CC strategies
and policies (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). A business case
argument, therefore contend that firms which engage in
CC activities will be rewarded in the market in economic
and financial terms.
It is worth noting at this point that BC for CC dominates the CC literature in terms of explaining the mechanisms for development in CC without necessarily
having greatest explanatory power. This is illustrated by
the fact that empirical research aimed at proving that
there is a positive relationship between Corporate Social
Performance (CSP) and Corporate Financial Performance (CFP) has had inconclusive results. Inconclusive
results are evident in the inconsistencies in the results of
previous empirical studies investigating the CSP-CFP
relationship (Roman, Hayibor, & Agle, 1999). One
category shows a positive link between CSP and CFP,
the second shows a negative link, and the third shows
no link. It is important to clarify here that (Baron, 2010;
Baron & Kenny, 1986) distinguishes between CSP and
CC, where the latter involves a moral duty to undertake
social activities. In contrast, CSP need not arise from
moral responsibilities. CC implies CSP, but CSP need
not be morally motivated, since CSP could be strategically chosen to serve the interests of the firm.
In making a business case for CC, there has been both
theoretical and empirical research. According to Carroll
and Shabana (2010) Questions such as the following
have framed this research: Can a firm really do well by
being good? What are the bottom-line benefits of
socially responsible corporate performance? Is there a
positive CSP-CFP relationship? These have seen researchers venture in investigating the relation between
CC and CFP (Argenti, 2004; Bahman et al., 2014;
Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Steger, 2006; Wagner, NguyenVan, Azomahou, & Wehrmeyer, 2002; Wagner &
Schaltegger, 2004; MSteger 2001), business benefits from
CC (Gray & Balmer, 1998; Schwaiger, 2004; Steger,
2006; Thorpe & Prakash-Mani, 2003; Wiedmann &
Buxel, 2005), investment and stakeholder evaluation
(Dixit & Pindyck 2004; Figge & Schaltegger 2000; Rappaport 1998), CC impact assessment (Burke & Logsdon,
1996; Kaplan & Norton, 2006), assessment of monetary
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CC Value-Added (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006; Epstein
& Roy, 2001; Muller, Judd, & Yzerbyt, 2006; Murphy
et al., 2005; Schaltegger 1998; Schaltegger & Müller,
2017; Steger, 2006), CC and costs (Hartman, Hofman, &
Stafford, 2002), and CC risks (Argenti, 2004; Brealey
et al., 2006; Schaltegger & Müller, 2017).
The aftermath of this has seen various management
disciplines such as quality management, marketing, communication, finance, Human Resource Management, and
reporting recognize that CC fit their business purposes
as well (Lee, 2008).
The effect of the business case on corporate managers,
shareholders among other stakeholders makes the BC a
mechanism for development in CC. There is no doubt
the BC for CC has made some corporate managers rethink CC (Vogel, 1992). Most scholars point to Howard
Bowen’s Social Responsibilities of the Businessman
(Bowen et al., 2013; Preston, 1975) as the first attempt
to theorize the relationship between corporations and
society (Carroll, 1979; Preston, 1975; Wartick & Rude,
1986). In fact, Bowen’s book provided the intellectual
springboard to reflect on the rapidly changing social environment during the ensuing two decades (Lee, 2008).
The other aspect of the BC, which came in 1970s, is
what Lee (2008) refers to as Enlightened Self-Interest.
The authors in this period in time recognized that
without demonstrating that CC is consistent with stockholder interests, CC will always remain anti-business
hence incompatible with business (Ackerman, 1973).
The modern corporate equity holding patterns became
so diversified that the meaning of stockholder interest
has also been significantly altered enabling the business
community and investors embrace CC. The BC for CC
transformed the shareholders’ perspectives, which led to
development in CC. This is because the meaning and
business implications of CC nowadays is much more
palatable to shareholders than the one advocated in the
times of Howard Bowen.
Around 1919, for instance, the concept of CC was
vaguely framed in moral and macro-social terms such
that the shareholders could not see how it served their
interest or how it was related to the performance and
management of the corporation. Since there was no
established logical linkage between CC and CFP and that
most shareholders invest in a company not to make a
difference in society but to gain a sizeable financial
return on investment (Lee, 2008), shareholders could
not see the need for their money being spent on CC, not
until the BC made some breakthrough. In that regard,
the study echoes the already discussed proposition that
the BC for CC has led to the development in CC. BC for
CC is taken basically in terms of CSP-CFP relationship
which is used in building the model that considers
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simultaneously other drivers for development in CC as
shown in Fig. 1.

Managerial values as a mechanism for
development in CC
Research has shown that the commercial imperative- BC
for CC in this case - is not the sole driver of CC
decision-making but that the formal adoption and implementation of CC by firms could also be associated
with socially conscious values of organizational managers (Hemingway & Maclagan, 2004). In some of the
limitations of the BC, Carroll and Shabana (2010) realized that there is complex relationship between CSP and
CFP. Recognizing this complexity translates into a clear
understanding of the impact of CC initiatives on financial performance while accounting for the effects of mediating variables and situational contingencies like the
managerial values of corporate leaders. In fact, while the
firm is the focal point for social responsibility initiatives,
constituting as it does the immediate environment in
which resource allotment decisions take place, it is of
course the people acting individually or in groups who
operationalize social responsibility through their decisions and actions (Haigh & Jones, 2006). That is why we
include MVs in the conceptual framework, Fig. 1.
Surprisingly the idea that top managers can be drivers
for CC came from the business sector itself. This is contrary to the popularly held myth in some circles that CC
advocates and business representatives are in opposing
camps. The contribution of MVs as driver for CC can be
traced to the 1950s when corporate leaders in the United
States, followed by academics at pedigree universities,
called for business to act as trustee of social well-being
(Crane et al., 2008).
Since then scholars in the fields of institutional analysis, comparative political economy, and corporate governance have demonstrated through their research
findings that the cognitive frames, mindsets, conceptions
of control, or worldviews of corporate managers are
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important determinants of how managers run their firms
(Aguilera & Jackson, 2003; Dore, 2017; Hall & Sosckie,
2001; Whitley, 2004). Scholars emphasize that managers
often learn these mental constructs by absorbing the
messages that are transmitted to them at business
schools and through the professional publications they
pay close attention to (for instance, the business press,
trade journals) (Campbell, 2007). Academy, T, and Review, M (2017), for instance, demonstrated that corporate executives’ approach to managing their firms
depended in part on the sorts of training they received
in business schools. Guillen (1994) showed that managerial views on which business models were acceptable
or not were related in part to the models that received
the most attention in the academic and business press
(Campbell, 2007).
In fact, recognizing the influence of managerial value
systems in development in CC is probably one of the
reasons why publications like the Harvard Business
Review have been running articles advocating socially
responsible corporate behavior (Harvard 2003) and why
business schools in Europe and the United States have
incorporated courses on business ethics into their
curriculum (Matten & Moon, 2004; Vogel, 1992).
For instance, Minnesota Project on Corporate Social
Responsibility (MPCSR) was created to educate managers on CC. MPCSR offered a core curriculum for
executives that focused on the fundamentals of CC,
public-private partnerships and international business
responsibilities among others (Campbell, 2007). Moreover, Galaskiewwicz (1991) found that managers from
local firms that had participated in MPCSR tended to
embrace an ethic of enlightened self-interest and social
responsibility. Therefore, in as much as the BC for CC is
essential, academic formation of the managers in business schools to ensure the entrenchment of social responsibility in managers is also valuable. In that regard,
MVs affects CSP and CSP can also affect MVs. Likewise,
MVs can also impact on CFP as MVs can be informed

Fig. 1 Framework for mechanisms 4 CSR progress. Source: Author’s own elaboration
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by CSP, which is defined by this study to mean CC only
that there is the perspective of how firms can use their
social responsibility initiatives for its own interest,
bottom-line. That is why we suggest a correlation
between CSP and MVs, (Fig. 1).
Managerial values could also be essential in the
journey from strategic intent to strategy implementation.
According to Hitt, Tyler, Hardee, and Park (1995)
strategic intent is a high-level statement of the means by
which an organization achieves its vision. Simply put, a
strategic intent is a company’s vision of what it wants to
achieve in the long term. Strategy implementation is the
translation of chosen strategy into organizational action
so as to achieve strategic goals and objectives (Brodwin
& Bourgeois III, 1984).
Strategy implementation skills are not easily mastered,
unfortunately. In fact, virtually all managers find implementation the most difficult aspect of their jobs – more
difficult than strategic analysis or strategy formulation.
U.S. managers spend more than $10 billion annually on
strategic analysis and strategy formulation. Managers
themselves report that less than half the plans resulting
from these efforts are ever implemented. Outside observers put the success rate even lower: less than 10%.
The ability to implement strategies is one of the most
valuable of all managerial skills (Jablonsky, 1995). In that
regard, a firm can get it right in coming up with a strategic intent that maximizes CSP-CFP relationship within
the right IMs but lacks MVs to implement. That is why
BC as a mechanism on its own is limited in its predictive
power as to the reasons for development in CC.

Institutional mechanisms for development in CC
Prior to looking at the institutional mechanisms for CC,
we define the term ‘institution’. Institutions, by North’s
definition, are the basic rules of the road in an economy,
including formal systems, such as constitutions, laws,
taxation, insurance, and market regulations, as well as
informal norms of behavior, such as habits, customs,
and ideologies (North, 2004).
According to North (2004), institutions are both
formal and informal. Formal institutions are rules and
regulations that are devised by human beings to achieve
a certain goal. Informal institutions are conventions and
codes of behavior (North, 2004). Unfortunately, “We
cannot see, feel, touch or even measure institutions; they
are constructs of the human mind”. Nevertheless institutions have power (North, 2004, p.107). In fact, institutional forces determine what organizations come into
existence, remain in existence and how they evolve
(North, 2004, p.5).
At the institutional level, powerful social and political
forces encourage organizations to act more responsibly.
Campbell (2007) proposed an institutional theory of CC
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in which he depicted five conditions under which a firm
would behave in a socially responsible manner. These
include, first, public and private regulation, second, the
presence of non-governmental and other independent
organizations that monitor corporate behavior, third, institutionalized norms regarding appropriate corporate
behavior, fourth, associative behavior among corporations themselves, and fifth, organized dialogue among
corporations and their stakeholders (Campbell, 2007).
These institutional forces have played an important role
in the development in CC.
Besides Campbell’s institutional theory of CC, other
authors have proposed different institutional parameters
that have led to development in CC. These include Government as a driver for CC (Fox, Ward, & Howard,
2002; Moon, 2004), the push by political/ ethical consumer due to growing consumer demand for responsibly
made products (Haigh & Jones, 2006; Heslin & Ochoa,
2008; Pruzan, 2001); the ethical investor which manifests
itself in the pressure from socially responsible investors
through public interest proxy resolutions (Haigh & Jones,
2006; Heslin & Ochoa, 2008; Pruzan, 2001); attracting and
retaining good employees (Pruzan, 2001); regulatory pressure especially in the new forms of accounting such as development of environmental accounting with legal
demands as to the publication of such reports (Haigh &
Jones, 2006; Pruzan, 2001) which came from the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) (Haigh & Jones, 2006); pressure
from popular mobilizations like NGOs (Haigh & Jones,
2006); industry codes of conduct (Heslin & Ochoa, 2008)
among other institutional mechanisms.
These institutional mechanisms have also enhanced
the development in CC as companies, which did not buy
into the BC and/or lack the MVs for development in CC
have been forced to comply. Institutional mechanisms
can also provide business incentives such as tax concessions, friendly regulatory environments among others to
firms that are socially responsible hence affecting CFP.
The relationship between IMs and CSP can be a correlation: the more advanced the CSP, the more sophisticated the IMs become, (Fig. 1).
It is also possible that a firm can embrace CC for all
the reasons stated above, that is, they can advance the
CC cause due to their perceived CSP-CFP relationship
and at the same time due to the fact that they have managers who are highly ethical who want to leave a good
legacy and due to institutional pressures. That is why
the current study postulated that there is an interaction
between these groups of mechanisms for development in
CC, (Fig. 1).

Interaction between the three mechanisms
According to Campbell (2007, p. 954), researchers have
called for a greater attention to the factors that moderate
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the relationship between economic conditions, such as
CFP and CC. While Campbell responded to this call by
proposing institutional explanations of socially responsible behavior, he turned a blind eye to how economic
conditions interact with institutional explanations and
managerial values as well. According to Haigh and Jones
(2006), influences on CC practice tend to overlap in
quite complex ways yet they are analytically distinct in
terms of their internal logics and immediate referents.
For instance there can be an overlap between BC as a
mechanism for development in CC, MVs and the IMs
for development in CC. Contingency theory can shed
some light on this.
It is critical to apply the contingency perspective as
suggested by Barnett (2018) in order to account for the
role of mediating variables in a model, as proposed by
Pivato, Misani, and Tencati (2008) in the exploration of
the CSP-CFP relationship. According to Carroll and
Shabana (2010) a contingency perspective would allow
the development of justifications for the lack of a positive relationship between CC and firm performance in
certain circumstances. In fact, it would provide a defense
for the BC for CC in circumstances where the BC is
argued to have failed (De Schutter, 2008; Valor, 2005,
2008; Williamson, Lynch-Wood, & Ramsay, 2006). This
presents an opportunity for considering the contribution
of other mechanisms for development in CC, MVs and
IMs.
A contingency theory differs from other theories in
the specific form of the propositions. The distinction between congruent and contingent propositions made by
Fry and Smith (1987) clarifies this difference. In a congruent proposition a simple unconditional association is
hypothesized to exist among variables in the model; for
instance, in a BC argument the more socially responsible
a firm is (CSP) the more profitable it becomes (CFP).
However, a contingent proposition is more complex,
because a conditional association of two or more independent variables with a dependent outcome is hypothesized and directly subjected to an empirical test; for
example, there could be a positive relationship between
CSP and CFP but contingent on IMs and/or MVs. This
suggests that IMs and MVs mediate the CSP-CFP
relationship as shown in Fig. 1.
In the light of contingency theory, using contingent
propositions as opposed to congruent propositions, the
current study contends that interaction between the
three mechanisms (BC, MVs and IMs) already presented
in this study would have more explanatory power with
regard to mechanisms for development in CC than any
single one of them.
In fact, the relationship between each mechanism
(Predictor variable, X) and the CSP (outcome variable Y)
is very unlikely a direct effect since there could be
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moderator and/or mediator effects, (Fig. 2). A predictor
variable is a variable used in regression to predict
another variable. It is sometimes referred to as an independent variable if it is manipulated rather than just
measured. A moderator variable is a variable that alters
the strength of the causal relationship. A mediator
variable is a variable that describes “how” rather than
“when” effects will occur, by accounting for the relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
A mediating relationship is one in which the path relating X to Y is mediated by a third variable (Z) (Baron &
Kenny, 1986; Muller et al., 2006).
Moreover, the fact that much research on the BC that
investigated CSP-CFP relationship was inconclusive
(Lee, 2008) could be explained by the fact that not all
the relevant variables that could act as moderator or/and
mediator variables inherent in the MVs and IMs were
considered. This is the contribution that the acknowledgement of the interaction between the three models
in the context of contingency theory can bring to the
CC field.
The interaction between the three mechanisms for
development in CC from their foundational arguments
is now illustrated. This is achieved by displaying how
scholars could use both MVs and IMs to make a BC for
CC as evidence of the interaction between the three
mechanisms.
In making the BC for CSR, as stated earlier, scholars
invoke the CSP-CFP relationship. MVs and IMs can also
be incorporated in this model. Siegel, Waldman, and
Javidan (2006), for instance, used transformational leadership theory to explore the role of CEOs in determining
the extent to which their firms engage and benefit financially from their CC. They found CEO intellectual
stimulation (but not CEO charismatic leadership) to be
significantly associated with the propensity of the firm to
engage in ‘strategic’ CC (CSP), or those CC activities
that are most likely to be related to the firm’s corporate
and business-level strategies. The findings of this study
suggest that in spite of the fact that MVs have been
highlighted as the driver for CC, relationship with the
BC for CC is also implied. This is because MVs is used
in advancing CC causes but in such a fashion that enhances the firm’s CFP. This reveals that it is unlikely that
there is a direct effect between CSP and CFP but that
there are moderating effects from other variables such as
MVs. This echoes an interaction between MVs and BC
as mechanisms for CSR progress. But do the IMs also
interact with intellectual stimulation as a managerial
value to produce a BC for CSR while delivering CSP? To
realize this we need to first understand what is meant by
intellectual stimulation.
Intellectual stimulation involves leader actions geared
toward the arousal and change in problem awareness
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Fig. 2 Direct, Moderator and Mediator Effects between the proposed three mechanisms for CSR progress. Source: Author’s elaboration

and problem solving on the part of followers, as well as
beliefs and values (Kesler & Kates, 2015). Crossman and
Crossman (2011) described the importance of top-level
executives engaging themselves and subordinates in the
intellectual task of conceptualizing and articulating a
firm’s broader environmental context, as well the threats
and opportunities posed by that context. These scholars
stressed that conceptual capacity is more important at
higher levels of management, especially in the context of
strategy formulation.
Waldman (1999) stresses that intellectually stimulating leaders will use conceptual capacity to scan and
think broadly about the environmental context and
the manner in which a wide variety of organizational
stakeholders may be served. Their mental maps include a dynamic picture of how the various external
forces interact with the form and with each other and
as a result, present a richer perspective of firm
performance and competitive advantage that goes beyond simple cost leadership or product differentiation
(Porter & Kramer, 2006).
IMs are also incorporated in the CSP-CFP relationship
moderated by MVs. This is because intellectual stimulation as MVs is capable of incorporating firm’s broader
environmental contexts, threats and opportunities into
important strategy formulation. This strategy formulation takes into consideration different stakeholder interests, which come up with a richer strategy that executes
firm performance and competitive advantage in order to
enhance CFP. This illustrates how MVs interact with
IMs to influence a CSP-CFP relationship. This is because
some of the threats considered in the intellectual stimulation could be due to government regulation, pressure
from consumers for responsibly produced products and
pressure from investors through institutional investors.
Opportunities could include government tax concessions

for investments on CSP. In the proposed model a
management must have values (intellectual stimulation)
in order for them to capture the opportunities and
threats in the external environment, which is mostly
institutional, and relate with firms strategic goals (CFP)
to deliver CSP. This illustrates the interaction between
BC, MVs and IMs as mechanisms for development in
CC, (Fig. 1).

Discussion
We use the discussion section to apply CC dimensions
as proposed by Smith (2011) to illustrate the interaction
between the three mechanisms for development in CC.
This also demonstrates how this study contributes to the
implementation of some or all of the five CC dimensions
simultaneously.
With regards to CC dimensions, Smith (2011) gathered a total of 37 definitions from 27 authors in an
extensive review literature spanning from 1980 to 2003.
The finding indicates that CC has five major dimensions:
environmental, social, stakeholder, economic and voluntariness, (Table 2).
What is intriguing with the CC dimensions offered by
Smith (2011) in the light of one of the postulates of this
study, (that CC cannot be explained from one level but
must a multi-level explanation), is conjecture that corporations seem to do different kinds of CC and more so
for different purposes. With regard to the different CC,
some corporations can concentrate on any of the five
CC dimensions (environmental, social, economic, stakeholder and voluntariness), some of them or all the five
together. This depends on how the firm has developed
in its CC practices. This is because the different types of
CC serve different purposes for an organization. For
instance, corporations may have to be; environmentally
responsible because it is a regulatory requirement so it’s
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Table 2 Five dimensions of corporate social responsibility
Dimensions

Definition of the dimension

Phrase describing the dimension

A. The
environmental
dimension

1. The natural environment

i. A cleaner environment
ii. Environment stewardship
iii. Environmental concerns in business operations

B. The social
dimension

2. The relationship between business and society

i. Contribute to better society
ii. Integrate social concerns in their business operations
iii. Consider the full scope of their impact on communities

C. The economic
dimension

3. The socio-economic or financial aspects, including describing
CSR in terms of a business operation

i. Contribute to economic development
ii. Preserving the profitability
iii. Business operations

D. The stakeholder
dimension

4. Stakeholders or stakeholder groups

i. Interact with their stakeholders
ii. How organizations interact with their employees,
suppliers, customers and communities
iii. Treating the stakeholders of the firm

E. The voluntariness
dimension

5. Actions not prescribed by law

i. Based on ethical values
ii. Beyond legal obligations
iii. Voluntary

Source: Adopted from Dahlsrud, 2008

important in securing legal license to operate due to institutional influences, socially responsible in order to get
the social license to operate, economically responsible
due to shareholder influence, participate in stakeholder
engagement for risk management that benefits CFP, and
voluntariness championed by managerial values, managers who want to live a legacy.
Social and economic dimensions can be attributed to
BC for CC. With regard to social dimension, firms are
concerned with how they would relate to the society in
such a manner that it would capture and sustain competitive advantage while the economic dimension ensures CC contributes to economic development which is
beneficial to society while preserving the profitability
and improving business operations which benefits the
firm. This is instrumental CSR. The underlying logic is
that the more management finds a formula for this
shared value approach between society and business as
proposed by Porter and Kramer (2006) the more likely
the development in CC due to the BC.
Voluntariness dimension can be attributed to MVs as
a driver for CC. This is because a firm could be carrying
out CC by going beyond what is required by law and its
own self-interest in what falls under voluntary dimension of CC. This voluntary dimension can be carried out
due to MVs. The voluntariness dimension falls under
MVs due to the fact that they are carried out voluntarily,
probably due to ethical values of managers who may
wish to leave a legacy since they entail going beyond
legal obligations and may not necessarily be influenced
by CFP.
Stakeholder and Environmental dimensions can be attributed to IMs. This is because environmental responsibility tends to fall under government regulation. There
are also several international organizations that regulate
environmental responsibility like UN Global compact

instituted by former UN secretary general Kofi Annan,
and the Kyoto protocol, among others. Stakeholder dimension falls under IMs since it harbors, for instance,
institutional investors who tend to push firms to align
their operations and strategies with universally accepted
principles in the areas of human rights, labor, environment, anti-corruption and sustainable development.
There is also pressure from ethical consumers who are
also stakeholder who push for socially responsible products. In addition, some stakeholders like governments
and NGOs are regulators, which form part of the IMs.
Stakeholder engagement with such stakeholders consequently leads to development in CC.
In the classification of the different CC dimensions
with respect to the three main mechanisms (levels of)
for development in CC, the postulation that there exists
an interaction between the three mechanisms is illustrated hence the multi-level approach to explaining the
development in CC. As we said earlier, different firms
carry out different types of CC with regard to the five dimensions and for different purposes, so it can be concluded that one firm practicing more than one type of
CC can be driven by at least more than one mechanism
for development in CC. The firm may find itself making
its socially responsible behavior progress, therefore, not
only due to the BC, MVs or IMs but due to a combination of some of them, if not all. In fact, since the five
components of CC require all the three mechanisms to
be practiced by a firm operating at the three levels, a
firm could find the interaction of the three mechanisms
in the model helpful in its development in CC. In that
regard, this study contributes to how the interaction between the mechanisms can lead to the implementation
of the five CC dimensions, a recommendation that if
followed explicitly by practitioners, there would be significant development in CC.
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Final considerations
This final section will include the conclusions and the
limitations of this study.

Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to add a perspective
to the synthesis of CC literature by integrating it around
the mechanisms for development in CC. It is true that in
the last years CC has developed rather than not, even if
this is only a general tendency (a tendency that CC
academics have enforced for different reasons – irony
accepted here: “CC academics win their salary praising
the glories of CC”). This article wishes to explain the
mechanisms of development in CC (some of which can
turn into mechanisms of regress!) in order to give arguments to those who wish to contribute to the development in CC, maybe now in a less friendly context. In
fact, we contend that a perspective that is at the same
time intellectually well founded and teleologically focused on the betterment of societies is actually contributing to this betterment. Our sincere effort has been to
humbly help in building such a perspective. The perspective built in this study has attempted to provide a
multi-level approach rather than a singular level on
mechanisms for development in CC since the previous
literature had only explained the development from
either Macro-, messo- or micro-level. In that regard, we
contribute to CC literature in its current form by proposing taxonomy of mechanisms for development in CC
from a multi-level perspective. We propose that CC has
developed primarily due to the triad (BC, MVs and IMs),
which produced a secondary mechanism (multi-level
perspective), the interaction between them. It is interesting to note that though secondary, the multi-level understanding to the mechanisms could well be the one
that has greater explanatory if not predictive power of
the underlying arguments or rationale supporting or
documenting why the business community has continued to accept and advance the CC ‘cause’. Therefore, CC
academics and practitioners wishing to advance CC
‘cause’ could benefit by explicitly contemplating this
model in their research and CC practices respectively.
This is because our contribution with regard to the
interaction of the three main mechanisms (levels) for
development in CC explains how firms navigate CC issues in a world populated by values, interests, and the
institutions that collectively lead to development in CC
hence the interaction mechanism holds more explanatory or predictive power than any single Driver for
development in CC. This demystifies the issue of inconclusive results from studies that have only focused on
the BC incognizant that CSP-CFP relationship could be
contingent on MVs and/or IMs.
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In yet another contribution, the current study’s attempt at explaining development in CC in terms of
mechanisms is an effort to unite researchers who have
taken different approaches (BC, MVs or IMs) with regard to responding to the basic question in CC: why or
has CC continued to grow in importance and significance among academics and business communities? We
illustrate through contingency theory, taking into consideration contingency propositions rather than congruent propositions that a firm’s CC could advance due to
CSP-CFP relationship but contingent on the MVs and
IMs the firms finds itself as summarized in Fig. 1. That
is why we take as naive any model that only considers a
direct relationship between the variables used in the BC
and call upon the researchers to be cognizant of the possible role of mediating and/or moderating variables
(Fig. 2) in their approaches and perspectives in order to
clarify further CC literature. This makes the case for a
multi-level a pproach to research which is a key weakness of the current research on CC.
Another contribution of this model can be illustrated
by the journey from strategic intent to strategy implementation. This is because a firm can have a strategic
intent, which takes care of IMs with regard to minimizing risks while maximizing on opportunities within their
institutional environment and also a framework, which
makes sense in the context of BC but lacks the MVs to
bring it into implementation. For instance, as stated earlier, we realized the importance of intellectual stimulation of the CEO as crucial in implementing CC practices
in a way that bring business benefits to the firm and social benefits as well. It is also possible that a firm can
have MVs but lacks either BC framework or IMs. In that
regard, this study presents CC policy-makers with a
panoramic view of CC drivers, which advance the CC
cause in such a fashion that all the stakeholders’ interests can be taken into consideration through the interaction of three proposed mechanisms for development
in CC.
The final contribution is evident in how the interaction between the three mechanisms has been illustrated with regard to the five CC dimensions where we
propose how CC can be carried in a holistic fashion by
implementing all the five dimensions of CC. Since the
five components of CC require the interaction between
three mechanisms to be considered by firm, CC practitioners who explicitly consider this model stands a
higher chance of advancing CC cause. In that regard,
this study contributes how the interaction between the
mechanisms can lead to the implementation of the five
CC dimensions, a recommendation that if followed explicitly by practitioners could lead to holistic implementation of CC. To achieve this goal, the method used is a
comprehensive literature review that does a content
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analysis of the existing literature that attempts to explain
the mechanisms for development in CC. Finally, this
paper gives way for future academic research to explore
a multilevel both theoretical and empirical approach for
understanding development in Social responsibility as a
main business objective, which in turn may have practical implications executing Social Responsibility initiatives in an organizational department, in a firm, in
sector and entire macro economy.

Limitations
As a limitation, fist, we reiterate the taxonomy of the
mechanisms for development in CC (BC, MVs and IMs)
that forms our multi-level review of the literature review.
This triad, a product of retrospection on CC literature
has not been empirically validated. However we contend
that that the taxonomy should be supported by other
theoretical contributions. In that regard, we are encouraged to report that the contribution in our taxonomy is
supported by Wood (1991). Moreover, in our opinion, it
is not in contradiction to Dahlsrud’s (2008) and Garriag
and Mele’s (2013) contributions.
The interaction between these three levels of mechanisms for CC develoment (BC, MVs and IMs), but not
one acting separately is what could be driving CC to another level. However, like most overarching theories, it’s
devoid of parsimony since it could be too complex to
apply in an empirical model and also lacking in depth of
analysis.
Theoretical implications
Given that several scholars still populate disciplinary, specialized micro- (social psychology, organizational behavior,
and organizational psychology), meso- (business process
management and project management) or macro- (strategic management, organizational theory and design, and
engineering/systems management) research camps (Hitt
et al., 2007; Molloy et al., 2011), the study recommends a
multi-disciplinary, multi-level approach to the study in
social responsibility.
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